
Internal Continuous Evaluation System and place: 

Examination Scheme (ES) 

The Examination Scheme shall be based on a yearly bi-semester pattern for both UG and PG 

Programs.  Course contents (syllabi), for the courses, are as recommended by the Board of 

Subjects (BoS) and approved by the Academic Board (AB). The structure and courses taught 

for UG and PG programs are as detailed in the relevant section, in this manual, on 

Academic Rules and Regulations. The same can also be accessed on the college website 

(www.viit.ac.in). 

Assessment of Academic Performance  

For both UG and PG programs the evaluation of a candidate, for the academic performance in a 

course, shall be based on the performance in tutorials, practicals, homework assignments, 

seminars, quizzes, In-semester examinations (ISE, T1 & T2) and End Semester examinations 

(ESE) for theory, practical, oral etc. The In-semester examinations, lab work and other 

assessment tools used during the semester shall be referred to as formative assessment (FA) and 

the end semester examinations shall be referred to as summative assessment (SA). 

Formative Assessment (FA) 

In-semester Examination (ISE): There shall be two ISEs (T1 & T2), both being subjective. The 

mode of conduct of ISE and the details of syllabus being covered shall be announced at the 

beginning of the academic year.   

Continuous Evaluation (CE): This shall be conducted by the course teacher throughout the 

semester and shall include evaluation of laboratory work, assignments, problem solving, group 

discussion, quiz, seminar, mini-project and other academic tools of evaluation. The course 

teacher shall announce the detailed methodology, for conducting the various segments of CE 

together with their weightages, at the beginning of the semester. 

Summative Assessment (SA) 

SA will comprise of an End-semester Examination (ESE) based on the complete syllabus and 

shall be subjective, practical/oral as mentioned in the academic structure. 

Monitoring of Evaluation  

FA for a course shall be conducted by the course teacher and monitored by the Head of 

department. SA shall be conducted by the Examination Section and monitored by Dean 

Examination. 

Rules of Passing  

PR-1: To earn credits for a course (Theory/practical/oral/seminar/project/internship), the 

candidate must pass the course with minimum passing marks/grade (≥ 40% / > F Grade).  

PR-2: To pass the head of a course, the candidate has to earn a minimum of 40% percent in FA 

(Continuous Evaluation + In-Semester Tests) and 40% in SA (ESE), individually. 
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PR-3: The candidate failing only in SA shall appear for Re-examination of ESE, to pass the head 

in any semester and the marks of FA shall be retained as it is.   

PR-4: The candidate failing only in FA shall appear for the Re-examination of ESE, for that 

course, and the marks of CE will be retained as it is. Marks obtained in Re-examination shall be 

scaled down to the marks allotted for regular ISE.  

PR-5: The candidate failing both in FA and SA, of a course, shall appear for the Re-examination 

of ESE (for 100 marks), for that course. The marks of CE shall be retained as it is and marks 

obtained in Re-examination shall be scaled down to marks allotted for regular ISE + ESE. 
 


